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ANSWER TO QUESTION TAKEN ON NOTICE 

DURING PUBLIC HEARINGS 

QTONl 

Asked by Ms Nicole Lawder on 17 October 2014: Mr David Matthews took on notice the following 
question(s): 

[Ref: Hansard Transcript 17 October 2014 [PAGE #25-27]] 

In relation to: Proposed expenditure for HASI was revised downwards to approximately 66 per cent of the 
initial expected expenditure. There was some inconsistency between the budget actual and reported 
expenditure. 

What happened to that difference in money? If you only spent 66 per cent, what happened to the 
remaining 34 per cent of the funding? 

MINISTER BARR: The answer to the Member's question is as follows:-

Of the remaining 34 per cent HASI funding: 

• $100,000 was allocated for a dedicated HASI Housing Manager (salary expenses) 

• $100,000 was transferred to A Place to Call Home Program (support at $10,000 

per property for ten properties) 

• $204,235 was allocated to the expansion of the Transitional Housing Program 
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MS LA WDER: Thanks. Minister, I want to ask a few questions about the housing and support 
initiative, as in the Auditor-General's report from page 53. According to the Auditor-General, the 
proposed expenditure for HASI was revised downwards to approximately 66 per cent of the initial 
expected expenditure. There was some inconsistency between the budget actual and reported 
expenditure; the performance indicators identified and reported on are different from the 
performance indicators initially envisaged; there was a lack of consistency, completeness and 
accuracy in the information provided in relation to performance indicators; and the limited capacity 
to house homeless persons under HASI caused an average delay of six months. I have got a couple 
of questions, including this: what happened to that difference in money? If you only spent 66 per 
cent, what happened to the rest of it? 

Mr Barr: It was all before my time; I will ask David to answer. 

Mr Matthews: Ms Lawder, in te1m of our overall obligations under the agreement, if we 
underspend in one area, we have to seek approval from the commonwealth to overspend in another 
area. Essentially, the total investment is covered by the agreement; the ACT has to report and be 
accountable to that both by putting in implementation plans and also by doing retrospective 
reporting which explains what we have actually spent the money on. 
In terms of the housing and support initiative, it was one of those really interesting and exciting 
initiatives for the ACT that we believe has been really successful. It has been very much a learning 
process as we have gone through that to get that absolutely strong interface between mental health 
service delivery and the provision of appropriate housing. That is really very much the cornerstone 
of the initiative. Because of your background, you may well have a background in the New South 
Wales program, but the difference between HASI and normal housing allocations for people with a 
mental illness is, firstly, that they get a guaranteed support package with it. So they are not left; they 
are not housed and then left by support providers to fend for themselves. 
The other element of the model is that we look for a very appropriate form of accommodation that 
suits the need of people with quite acute mental illness. In a lot of cases, of course, that means that 
housing people in high housing density environments is not appropriate. In terms of the reasons for 
the delay in actually getting people housed and formally into the program, one was that issue of 
how we provide the most appropriate form of housing for people. We could have allocated them 
less suitable properties earlier, but in the spirit of the program, and with recognition of the complex 
needs of the client group, we took that additional time to find properties in lower density 
environments, often without close proximity to neighbours or adjoining nature reserves or open 
spaces, all of which can help support somebody to live their lives with privacy and dignity but also 
minimise any potential conflict or impact on neighbours, for example. 

The housing and support initiative, when it was established, was built very much on the basis of a 
strong, independent evaluation that was undertaken by New South Wales Health and New South 
Wales Housing. There was a strong evidence base to support that initiative as it was established. As 
it got translated into an ACT context, clearly the most important element was us working 
effectively with ACT Health and also the funded community organisations who were the support 
providers. 

One of the unique elements of HASI at that time, ifl can say it again, was that the clients were able 
to choose the support organisation that would be their support provider. Whilst that might not sound 
like a big thing to be speaking about today, normally what we would have done with services in the 
past was allocate people to their support providers and give people with a mental illness less choice 
in who would be that personal support provider. So HASI also had a part of the model which 
allowed people to do that. 

The other thing that happened very quickly after HASI was established in the ACT was a strong 
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acknowledgement from ACT Health that it was a very important program, and the bringing in of 
funding under the national partnership agreement on improving public hospital services. So Health 
actually became a funder of and financial contributor to the program. That program was called 
HARI; it is called HASI/HARI now. It gave us the capacity to increase the number of people in the 
program from, I believe, the 14 that were reported in the Auditor-General's report to a current 50 
clients today that are receiving that mixture of accommodation and support. 

On the whole, it has been a very successful program. It has been particularly important in 
continuing to strengthen relationships between mental health services and Housing ACT, in 
particular, and the support providers that are supporting the HASI/HARI clients. 

MS LAWDER: Thank you. I agree that it is another good housing-first sort of approach. I am not 
sure whether you answered my question about what happened to the remaining 34 per cent of the 
funding. 

Mr Matthews: I would have to take that on notice, Ms Lawder, if you want the specifics. In 
general, as I said, if we were underspending in a particular area in a particular financial year-

MS LA WDER: I understood that the first time you said it, yes. 

Mr Matthews: That is the general answer. If you would like a specific answer about how we 
reallocated that funding, I can do that. 
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Asked by Ms Nicole Lawder on 17 October 2014: Mr Andrew Barr took on notice the following question(s): 

[Ref: Hansard Transcript 17 October 2014 [PAGE #27]] 

In relation to: CSD working collaboratively with the Health Directorate to finalise a review of HASI. 

Are you able to provide the committee with a copy of that evaluation report? 

MINISTER BARR: The answer to the Member's question is as follows:-

A copy of the evaluation report is attached. 
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MS LAWDER: Thank you. Also, when the government responded to the Auditor-General's report, you 
said that CSD would work collaboratively with the Health Directorate to finalise a review ofHASI. Has 
that taken place, and is that publicly available? 

Mr Matthews: It has not been published, so it is not in the public domain, Ms Lawder, but the review 
has been completed now. To provide some context, the review was instigated in 2011 originally; it 
looked at the initial intake of, I believe, eight clients that had come into the program as part of a post
implementation review-having built off the evidence base provided by the New South Wales 
government, translating that to the ACT. The purpose of that evaluation at that time was to see how it 
was being "operationalised" in the ACT and to identify any issues. 

At that time, seven issues were identified around governance and service delivery criteria. All of those 
issues were actioned and incorporated as part of the ongoing development of the HASI/HARI 
document. What was not done was the formalisation or the closing off of the actual evaluation. As I 
reported previously, that has now been completed, and we have reached agreement with ACT Health 
around that. We are able to report that we did incorporate the findings of that post-implementation 
review into the way the program evolved and was implemented. 

MS LA WDER: I presume, given that you said that ACT Health found it beneficial and provided some 
funding for it, it would have been based on some evaluation results. Are you able to provide the 
committee with a copy of that evaluation report? 

Mr Barr: I will check with the Minister for Health to make sure there are no issues, but I cannot 
imagine that is a problem. 
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Executive Summary 
This review set out to examine three key questions: 

1. How effectively has the HASI NSW model been transferred into the ACT context? 
2. Are the current governance and partnership arrangements working adequately? 
3. Can the current model meet future aspirations? 

It is clear from the review that the HASI NSW model has been successfully transferred to the ACT context, 

insofar as that the program logic and methodology have been closely modelled on the NSW program materials. 

However it is important to note that the HASI NSW has evolved rapidly to take on a form which is far different to 

its original iteration. HASI ACT has some way to go if it is to maximise the potential within the model. 

Despite the small sample size, 8 clients in HASI, and the short time frame, 1 year of operation, there is sufficient 

reason to be optimistic about the future of HASI, under the guise of HARi (Housing and Recovery Initiative). The 

opportunity exists to m<;ike a real difference for homeless people with severe mental health issues. 

The review has identified a number of issues in the current program and has identified some areas that need to 

be addressed before HARi is operationalised. 

These issues are: 

1 Given the significance of the partnership between Mental Health, Justice Health, Alcohol and 

Drugs (MHJHAD) and HousingACT, it is suggested that the executive committee be regularised 

to oversee the implementation of HARi, provide strategic direction and receive regular 

outcome reports. 

2 It would be helpful to consider streamlining the eligibility and suitability criteria. This would 

also assist in clarifying the roles and responsibilities of the partners. 

3 Eligibility does not automatically mean suitability, and suitability does not guarantee entry into 

the program, the decision making for entry into HASI needs to rest more clearly with the 

Consumer Selection Panel. 

4 Consistent with the recovery model it would be useful for support plans to address social 

inclusion goals. 

5 The establishment of a specialist team of at least two housing managers who could work with 

up to 40 HASI clients. These housing managers could feasibly be managed by a SOG C who 

would also then be responsible for the co- ordination role as well as developing a quality 

assurance, monitoring and reporting role. 

6 Adequate and robust mechanisms need to be developed to be able to respond flexibly to client 

needs. 

7 Systems should be put in place to measure the impact on the use of mental health services 

over time. 
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Introduction. 
The National Partnership Agreement on Homelessness (NPAH), established in July 2009, commits the ACT 

government to continue its 2004 strategic direction of 'Breaking the Cycle - The ACT Homelessness strategy'. 

Importantly the ACT Government recognised that beating homelessness is a shared responsibility between 

government and community, and goes far beyond the provision of a roof. It is seen as a key component of social 

inclusion, aiming to maximise participation in the economic and social life of the city. 

The HASI (housing and support initiative), based closely on the HASI NSW, is one of eight initiatives in the ACT 

designed to combat homelessness and contribute to the NPAH targets and objectives: 

• reduce homelessness; 
• reduce rough sleepers; 
• reduce repeat instances of homelessness; and 
• no exits from mainstream services into homelessness. 

Within the ACT, HASI was established as a tri-parte program to assist and support adults with mental ental 

illness in need of accommodation support: 

• to participate in the community; 
• maintain successful tenancies; 
• improve quality of life; and, 
• Recover from mental illness. 

This review will focus on the implementation and operation of HASI ACT. 

The review will examine the degree to which the model has been implemented in the ACT. This review will be 

through an analysis of the current processes, policies and procedures and measure these against the aims and 

objectives of the HASI program. 

Although this review will not replicate the findings of the SPRC review of the NSW HASI it will, as far as is 

possible, be aligned with that review. This will allow, where appropriate, some comparison of findings across the 

two programs. 

The three key questions to be considered are: 

4. How effectively has the HASI NSW model been transferred into the ACT context? 
5. Are the current governance and partnership arrangements working adequately? 
6. Can the current model meet future aspirations? 
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Methodology 
This evaluation will combine both qualitative and quantitative methodology to address the three key questions, 

and to understand the contribution of the program to the NPAH targets and outcomes. 

The Review will consider the following activities: 

• Decision Making; 

• Accountability; 

• Roles and Responsibilities; 

• Documentation; 

• Record keeping; 

• Administration; 

• Governance; and, 

• Funding . 

These activities will be examined across the following domains. 

1. Referral pathways - e.g. Are these appropriate and effective? Easy to navigate and reaching the right 
people? 

2. Eligibility criteria - e.g . Are these fair and transparent and not exclude people unintentionally. 
3. Assessment methodologies - e.g. is a strengths based holistic methodology being employed, including 

user participation? Do the assessments gather the right information, meaningful and avoids duplication 
of information. 

4. Role, composition and function of the CSP. e.g. Is the CSP working effectively? What does it do and 
why? 

5. Partnership working- e.g. Are the partners working effectively? What is the nature of the partnerships, 
information sharing, communication and coordination? 

6. Stakeholder involvement - e.g. To what extent are stakeholders involved in the process that affect their 
lives? 

7. Practice ldeotogy. e.g. What are the theoretical perspectives of the support and intervention and how 
closely do these align with 'recovery models' as opposed to 'supervision models' . 

Underpinning the Clinical approach to the HASI model of intervention are the following principals: 

• Consumer participation 
• Recovery model of support 

• Client rights 
• Normalisation 

The review will examine the extent to which these principals are manifest across all aspects of the program. 
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Background 
The HASI ACT was implemented in the ACT in 2010 following the considerable success of a similar program in 

NSW. The NSW HASI was established in 2004 and has been enhanced and developed over time, now providing 

services to approximately 1000 consumers. The NSW HASI has matured over time and provides a sophisticated 

differentiated service which can cater for people with very low to very high mental health needs and behaviours, 

resulting in low level outreach support to some consumers to very high level and intensive support to others. 

Package name No of i;iackages No of hours 

Low 700 5 hours a week 

Medium 80 2-3 hours a day 

High 136 5 hours a day 

Very High 50 8 hours a day 
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HASI NSW findings 
Having gone through numerous iterations, HASI NSW appears to be a robust, evidenced based program which 

provides services to around 1000 people with mental health issues of varying degrees housing assistance and 

psychosocial support. 

The second review of the NSW HASI, undertaken by the SPRC (social policy research council) in 2011 concluded: 

Housing stability 
Most HASI consumers were living in a range of stable accommodation options including public housing, 

community housing and private housing. Consumers seldom moved house and, when they did, it was usually for 

positive reasons (e.g. they moved to accommodation more appropriate to their needs). Only a small proportion 

of consumers living in public housing were in rental arrears or had caused damage to their properties, which 

compares favourably to the broader population of people in public housing. 

Mental and Physical Health 
The majority of HASI consumers (96 percent) used health and mental health services more than once each year. 

People receiving high and very high support were more likely to use community mental health and psychiatric 

services more than once a month than people in low and medium support, but were less likely to go to a general 

practitioner (GP) or use allied health services. Participation in HASI appears to have had a positive impact on 

consumers' levels of hospitalisation. Data from NSW Health show a statistically significant decrease in the 

average number of hospital admissions each year (24 per cent decrease), the mean number of days spent in 

hospital per person per year (60 per cent decrease), and the average number of days hospitalised per admission 

(68 per cent decrease). Longitudinal analysis conducted over a four year period shows that people joined the 

program at a time when their rates of hospitalisation were high, and that the amount of time spent in hospital 

decreases the longer consumers are in the program. Men and women had different patterns of hospital service 

use. The data show that women are admitted to hospital more regularly and spend more time in hospital per 

admission than men, but that men spend more days in hospital per person per year. 

Social and community participation 
The majority of HASI consumers have a high degree of independence in their daily living skills, particularly in 

relation to personal hygiene, cooking, taking medication and transport. The area in which consumers required 

the most assistance was financial management (budgeting and paying bills). 
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Consumers were participating in community activities, such as social and recreational activities. More than half 

of consumers (54 per cent) were independently participating in social and recreational activities, but many 

consumers receiving high support continued to require the support and assistance of their support workers to 

be able to participate in the community in a meaningful way. 

While most consumers enjoyed regular social contact (daily or weekly) with at least one of the following people 

- a family member, friend, spouse or partner (86 per cent) - around one in seven (14 per cent) continued to be 

socially isolated and have no form of regular contact. The findings show that some HASI consumers (19 per cent) 

were actively involved in education and training, and participation in paid or unpaid work was another way that 

consumers were spending their time (31 per cent). 
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Who needs HASI? 
AHURI research paper issue 13, published in March 2004, based on interviews and surveys of homeless people 
with mental illness suggested that at any one time, around 75% of homeless people may have a mental health 
disorder. 

This is a particularly vulnerable group who become trapped in an 'iterative' cycle of homelessness punctuated 
with periods of well being and hospitalisation. 

In addition to mental illness with the most common diagnosis being Schizophrenia, most of the participants in 
their research had some or all of the following: 

• low education levels; 
• general health problems; 
• low or no income; 
• poor employment opportunities; 
• high rate of Hep C infections. 

Furthermore, just under 50% of the sample had been in prison or juvenile detention, over half of whom had 
been re-offenders. Drugs, alcohol and self harm compounded many of the presenting issues for the sample. 

This AHURI research clearly describes the target group for a program such as HAS!. 

Mental Health and Homelessness in the ACT. 
During the reporting period 2009-2010, approximately 3,600 people in the ACT were supported by 

homelessness services. Of these, 56% {2000) were clients and 44% {1600) were accompanying children. The 

majority of clients receiving support were female and the average age of clients was 29y. There was an over 

representation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, 15% of the total, compared with 1% of the 

population. 

The primary reason given for seeking support from specialist homelessness services was to do with relationship 

or family breakdown. However there ls no way of knowing, from the data, what were the precipitating factors 

that contributed to the family or relationship breakdown. 

The national and international evidence identifies mental health issues as a key risk factor for homelessness 

(Park et al. 2012; Busch-Geertsema et al. 2010; Chamberlain et al. 2007; Johnson and Chamberlain 2011; 

Bleasdale 2007). In Australia it is has been estimated that that 50-75 per cent of homeless youth have some 

experience of mental illness {Chamberlain et al. 2007; MHCA 2009; Pryor 2011). 

Other evidence has shown that approximately 75% of people utilising homelessness services will have a serious 

mental health issue, either as a casual factor or as a consequential factor. The high correlation between 

homelessness and mental health is clear from the research. 

Given the above, it would be safe to assume that in the ACT there are at any time around 1500 clients within 

specialist homelessness services with a mental health issue, and furthermore a significant proportion of this 

group will have a serious mental health disability impacting considerably on their ability to obtain and sustain a 

tenancy. 
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Furthermore, there will be a number of people not in homelessness services, but in institutional settings such as 

prison, youth detention or psychiatric units or psychiatric services who, without adequate planning, are at risk of 

entering the homelessness system once released or discharged. 

Interestingly, of the 1913 applications received by Gateway services for public housing during the period 2010-

2011only13 (less than 1%) disclosed a mental health issue on their application. 

Who is in HAS/ ACT? 
Currently, there are 8 clients in the HASI program, (five others have recently been accepted), all of whom are 

single, and the majority of whom are aged in their mid to late 30's 

• Average age= 39.5. 
• Oldest age = 60. 
• Youngest age= 34. 

Six of the clients are female and two are men. None are indigenous, and two identify as being from a culturally 

and linguistically diverse background, although no additional linguistic or cultural supports were requested by 

the client. 

All eight consumers have a diagnosis of Schizophrenia, and all had additional mental health issues as well, such 

as paranoid ideation, anxiety or depression. 

Of these consumers, three were new to public housing (i.e never having had a public housing tenancy before,) 

and three were in mental health service. The remaining two were existing tenants of HousingACT identified as 

needing support and being at risk of losing their tenancy. 

Although each of the consumers had a unique history and background, typically these backgrounds were 

characterised by cycling between hospitalisation and homelessness. Even for those consumers who had 

previously held public housing tenancies, these had been vacated due to mental health, either hospitalisation or 

related issues. 

Due to confidentiality and privacy reasons it has not been possible to get access to very much background 

information on the clients' pathways into HAS!. However, in addition to a diagnosis of a severe mental illness the 

following characteristics were consistently found amongst all the clients: 

• no stable accommodation for long time periods; 

• repeated hospitalisation; 
• financial concerns with varying degree of debts; 
• poor relationship with children and other significant family members; 

• isolation with little interest or ability to socialise; 
• limited ability in self care. 
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Description of HASI ACT 
The HASI {ACT) is a partnership between HousingACT, MHJHAD and a number of Community sector agencies. 

Community 

agency 

HousingACT 

IMHJHAD 

The partners work together to assist people with mental health issues in need of housing to: 

• increase their participation in the community, 

• sustain successful tenancies and; 

• access other services .. 

Roles and responsibilities 
The HASI program has established a layered management and governance system which fits together to ensure 

the effective operation and delivery of the program. 

Executive Commitee 

Advisory Committee 

Consumer Selection Panel 

The Executive committee was established to provide high level governance and strategic direction to the 

program and was critical during the initiation phase. This executive committee consisted of executive level 
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membership from both Housing ACT and MHJHAD and ceased to meet. Given the significance of the 

partnership between MHJHAD and Housing ACT, it is suggested that the executive committee be re-established 

to oversee the implementation of HARi, provide strategic direction and receive regular outcome reports. 

The Advisory Committee continues to meet on a regular basis and includes membership from all the 

stakeholders, as well as consumer advocacy groups and a peak body. This advisory committee oversees the day 

to day operations and manages policy development. It also trouble shoots issues and identifies solutions to 

problems as they arise. 

The Consumer Selection Panel meets on a 'needs basis' and is responsible for selecting applicants into the 

program. The CSP is central to the operation of HASI, in that this is the group that manages the intake process. 

The membership of the CSP is made up of representatives of Housing ACT, Health, and the community sector 

organisations. 

The CSP meets on a 'as needs' basis when there are potential applicants to consider. The CSP will consider the 

application, and provide a determination to suitability and make a recommendation to accept into the program. 

Once accepted, a brief is generated to the Director of Housing to exercise discretion and escalate the client's 

application to that of priority housing. 

Once on the priority housing list, there is a commitment to house the applicant as soon as possible. 

Referral 
The referral process outlined in the HASI manual is based closely on the NSW HASI, in that it relies on the 

Consumer Selection Panel (CSP) to establish suitability for the program. 

It is unclear, however, how well the referral process has worked in the ACT. Although there are 8 clients in the 

program, there is little evidence or documentation available in the Housing ACT files to support the decision 

making process or rationale. Similarly, there is no documentation available about any clients who were not 

accepted into the program. 

The advisory group recently considered and adopted a revised referral process (attachment A) which outlines 

much more clearly the pathways to HASI. 

The previous and the revised referral process is led by the 'expertise' of the mental health professionals, who 

are responsible for assessing applicants for suitability to the program. However this limits access to HASI to 

those homeless people who are currently engaged with a clinician. The revised process compensates for this by 

allowing any one of the three parties to indentify a suitable applicant, but the referral still is cleared by Mental 

Health Justice health Alcohol& Drug Service (MHJHAD)who will undertake an assessment of mental health, 

allocate a clinician, (if there is not one currently allocated) and then refer to the CSP panel for consideration. 

Eligibility 
This is clearly documented in the HASI manual and quite rightly, the eligibility criteria is broad, designed to be 

inclusive rather than exclusive. The eligibility criteria includes ALL of the following: 

• Must be over aged 16; 

• Have diagnosed severe mental disorder; 

• Be experiencing moderate to severe level of psychiatric disability; 
• Be eligible for public housing in the ACT; 
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• Have the ability and desire to live independently; 
• Be capable of benefiting from the provision of accommodation support services; 
• Have completed and lodged appropriate documentation with MHACT; 
• Have provided informed consent to participate in the program. 

In other words, all of the above have to be present for a person to be considered eligible. 

In addition to the above, HASI prioritises: 

• Homeless, at risk of homelessness or inappropriately housed; 
• Resident in a hospital bed; 
• Unlikely to maintain a tenancy without support; and 
• In short term, temporary accommodation. 

The above criteron confuses the issue of eligibility with that of suitability. These are different and it would be 

useful to clarify the meaning of each. Eligibility are those criteria which although necessary, would not be on 

their own sufficient. For example, being aged 16+ is an eligibility criteria, it is not a suitability criteria. Suitability 

criteria are those criteria which would make the applicant suitable for the program; often this suitability is 

ascertained on the basis of an assessment or judgement and is not as clear cut as eligibility. For example' Being 

capable of.benefiting from the provision of accommodation support services' is a suitability criteria and not an 

eligibility criteria. 
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Issue 1 

.• Given the significance ofthepatthership between HealthACTand HousingAqT, it is suggested that the 

executive cornmittee be re-established j:o q"et"~eethe implernentation of HARi, provide strategic direction 

and receive regular outcome reports. 

Issue 2 

It would be helpful to consider streamlining the eligibility and suitability criteria to the following; this 

also assist Jn clarifyingthe roles a11drE!sp6nsibilitJ~s of the partners'. 

Eligibility..., 

• Must be over aged 16 
• ·Have ~iagnosed !)evere rri.ental c:Jisofd~r 
• Be eligiblefor public housing in the ACT· 

• Homeless, atriskofhbnielesshess or inappropriately housed 

Suitability-
; :: ~ > -:·--; >.:: '<<'>-< -~ 

•··· B~ experiencing fooder~te f6 sev~r€H~vel of psychiatric di§abillty ..• 
• Have. the ability and desire to. live indepf!ndently 

• 
• 

lssue3 

Be capable of benefiting fromthE!provis(on ofaccommodcition support.services 
Unliklyto maintain atenancy Without support 

If the CSP. ha.s the responsibility for establishing suitability, then it is important to clarify that the role of 

M HACT is related .to identification, checking for eligibility and assessment of need and risk. 

As. eligibility does not automatically mean suitability, and. suitability does not guarantee entry into the 

program, thedecision making needs to rest more cl earl'/ with the Consumer Selection .Panel. 

As the current model presupposes th.at a house is the only missing component, and accessing a house 

through HASI could be seen as expediency, a suggested process is 

1. MHACT identify possible clients, and check eligibility and complete assessment 
2. Client application forwarded to HACT, together with supporting documentation 
3. HACTcoordinate a CSP meeting. 
4. CSP consider the following information to establish suitability 

a. Confirm eligibility 
b. Check recovery plan. 
c. Check client is willing and able. 
d. Check support provider is available. 
e. Check that an application for housing is lodged. 

5 Make decision. 
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Assessment and Intervention 
Currently, the main assessment tools that are utilised are the mental health tools, CANSAS, HO NOS and 

LSP(attachment B). Like many assessment tools that are utilised as part of a gateway process into a service, 

these tools appear to focus on an assessment of the clients1 suitability into the program, rather than a holistic 

assessment of the clients1 needs - from which decisions can be made about suitability. Furthermore, both the 

HONOS and the LSP are very clinically orientated, providing clinicians excellent methodology for charting mental 

health and risk, but failing to provide good assessment of other life domains, and focussing more on 'problem1 

and less on 'strengths1 

In contrast to the Mental Health Clinicians, all of the community partners talked about the importance of the 

recovery model as an intervention strategy for working with consumers within the HASI program. The Recovery 

model is a paradigmatic shift in the treatment and management of mental health, shifting the focus from illness 

and treating symptoms, to supporting a journey of personal recovery through the illness. It looks at supporting 

the consumer to live with their 'illness' rather than just focusing on an alleviation of symptoms. 

The recovery model relies heavily on user identified goals, and is a classic expression of the client centred and 

self directed ideologies that are currently prevalent within mental health and other social welfare fields. 

The recovery model has some important underlying components; these are: 

• Creating Hope; 
• Choice and Goals; 
• Creating Meaning; 
• Purpose and Direction; 
• Empowerment and Personal Growth, and; 
• Ownership of Recovery. 

Once accepted into the program, each HASI client is involved in developing a psycho-social support plan based 

on the recovery model, which includes such things as activities, socialisation and self development. However, an 

analysis of available plans identified that these lacked clear long term objectives and focused instead on a series 

of small steps. However, this would be consistent with the debilitating effects of long term serious mental illness 

and long term homelessness. 

The recovery model relies on, and gives primacy, to user identified goals. This can become problematic for users 

who have had chronic and enduring mental health conditions, compounded by extensive periods of 

homelessness and hospitalisations. 

The model presupposes, that the illness itself is reasonably well controlled, thus allowing the user the cognitive 

functioning to set 'meaningful goals' unaided. 

Furthermore, it is not clear what impact prolonged periods of institutionalisation would have on cognitive ability 

to set clear and meaningful goals. It is unclear how the chronicity itself can limit aspiration goal setting, when 

day to day existence is constantly under threat. 

This low level of aspirations is reflected in the planning for most of the clients, with only one of the agencies 

talking about the clients' desires for a job and desire to leave mental health services. Other aspiration goals that 

were lacking were around home ownership and family relationships. 
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Developed in Wollongong, the Collaborative Recovery Model is less client focused and recognises that for some 

mental health consumers with long term and enduring illnesses, a little more structured goal setting will be 

required. This model enhances the concepts of the recovery model, and introduces the ideas of Coaching, 

Visioning, Camera and Compass. Coaching is a well established technique used in many fields from sport, to 

business to education. Visioning actually assists the user to think big and long term, having aspiration goals 

which create hope and purpose. The Camera is essentially a technique of capturing the current situation and 

environment and the compass maps a way out, and toward the vision. 

Consiste.nt \A/Jtlithe recoverymodel itwollld be usefulforsupport pl~ns to address §l!Ch ~ociaUnclusion go~ls 
·,as:. 

Training; 
Education; and 

Relationships. 

Recovery Model and Life Planning 
This is a critical component of the HASI program. As extensive support is provided to ACT Housing Tenants who 

are in the HASI program, it would be useful to have clearly articulated support plans which go beyond day to day 

activity and more closely reflect the principals of the recovery model. 

There are numerous planning methodologies that have been developed, in particular the Disability Sector is at 

the forefront of person centred planning, with models such as: 

• Essential Lifestyle Planning; 

• PATH (Planning Alternative Tomorrows with Hope); and 

• Maps and Personal Futures Planning. 

It is suggested that a single planning methodology which captures hope and aspirations, as well as social 

inclusion goals and day to day activity, is developed, agreed and then implemented for all HASI clients. This 

planning model should then assist to facilitate some enduring change which goes beyond 'just managing' and 

moves towards 'achieving and thriving', and would sit as an adjunct to the clinical assessments. 

Attachment C provides a model planning tool that could be further developed and implemented as part of the 

planning and intervention process with HASI clients. 
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Partnership working 

The partnerships seem enthusiastic in working together and all share the common goal of achieving good 

outcomes for people with mental health. The partners appear to be working effectively, although there may be 

some merit in defining and clarifying roles and responsibilities more clearly. 

In particular, the question about the coordination role needs to be examined. Housing ACT is clearly responsible 

for the allocation of the property and for the provision of tenancy support. As the initiating agency, Housing ACT 

also took on the role of coordination. However, doing this reinforces the assumption that entry into HASI pre

supposes entry into public housing. 

With the onset of HARi, it will be necessary to revisit the overall co-ordination function. 

Is the program working? 
It is difficult to answer this question with any degree of certitude. From a research point of view, the sample is 

too small, the time frame is too short and there are too many confounding variables to honestly attribute 

anything to the program. What can be said with certainty is that the framework for a potentially positive 

program is well established, and although requiring some tweaking, looks set to make a difference in the lives of 

some of the most vulnerable homeless people in the ACT. 

An examination of some of the traditional measures of successful tenancies, rental payments and arrears, 

property damage and TRM and complaints, shows that this small group of highly support consumers are doing 

well in all these regards. 

Rental payment and arrears 
Rental payment is usually an indicator of stability; indeed the HASI NSW review identified this as one area in 

which consumers needed most assistance. Within the ACT four HASI tenants are under the guardianship of the 

public trustee, hence rental is paid on time, and they have no previous rental history. The other four have no or 

minimal rental debt (less than $200). Because of these facts, rental payment and rental debt is currently a very 

poor indicator of the effectiveness of this program in the ACT. It is not known how many of the HASI NSW 

consumers are under similar guardianship arrangements. 

Property Damage 
None of the eight had any TRM (tenant responsible maintenance) listed, other than three consumers who 

needed replacement keys. 

Complaints 
None of these tenants had any complaints listed on the system, either by them or against them. 

HASI is designed to target the most vulnerable consumers, yet, interestingly, comments by staff in the data 

section of the Business development unit who extracted the data from Homenet, were 'these are model 

tenants' . This could indicate that either the accurate selection and intensive support of the consumers is 

working exceptionally well, or that the wrong clients are in the program. 
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Most likely, however, it is a combination of the former and the fact that this such a small sample size and time 

frame that very little inference can actually be drawn. 

Discussions with the stakeholders would indicate that the intensive support provided to HAS! clients is a 

significant factor, contributing to these positive and promising indicators. 

In addition, apart from one consumer who is currently in hospital with severe burns: 

• All have maintained tenancy for 12 months; 
• All are engaged in some form of social activity (usually with support worker); 

• Some have commenced and completed study at CIT; 

• Some have re-established relationships with family; and 

• None have had any periods of hospitalisation. 

How much effort is required? 
If we assume for a moment that these factors are indeed attributable to the HASI program, then it is useful to 

also look at the extent and intensity of the support provided together with the associated costs. 

Although $1.4M dollars has been allocated to this program over three years, this $1.4M is only for additional 

support hours and is not a true cost. Each consumer is allocated up to $SOK for support hours from an 

community agency per year. This works out to around 10 hours a week support from the community agency. 

In addition to this support, the program includes: 

• The Housing Manager provides intensive support at least monthly contact, often more, with the option 
to increase at short notice is needed; 

• Mental Health clinical support; 

• Coordination and Management undertaken by the Senior Manager of Housing lnititatives; 

• Advisory group; 

• Consumer Selection Panel; and 

• Monthly client coordination meetings involving all partners and the consumer. 

Taking all of this into account, it is not surprising that these consumers are doing reasonably well. 
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Exiting the HASI 
Although the HASI manual is very clear in highlighting the entry criteria, there is little discussion or 

documentation about how and when clients will/can exit from HASI. Some comments from both mental health 

and from community agencies suggested that the prognosis for these clients exiting the highly supported HASI 

program was poor. This was based on the long term enduring nature of the mental illness together with the 

clients' history of being locked into cycles of mental illness and cycles of homelessness. 

What is meant by Exit? 

Clearly, most if not all of the clients entering HASI will require ongoing support for some considerable periods of 

time. Due to the enduring nature of the mental health issues as well as traumatic backgrounds punctuated by 

periods of homelessness, it may be that the support required to maintain tenancies and participate fully in the 

community will have to be equally enduring. However, this could mean that once the program is full, there will 

be no room for any new clients entering. In some way that this may not be so problematic, as the incidence of 

the suitable clients may well be much smaller compared to the prevalence. What this means is that once an 

adequate program is in place, supporting the current cohort of eligible consumers, the number of new 

consumers will be small and should match those exiting the program through natural attrition, such as improved 

and stabilised mental health, leaving public housing, moving interstate, or dying. 

However, what is more important is a system which can assess accurately the level of needs of clients so that 

this can be matched by the level of intervention and the level of funding, to allow for the entry of new clients 

into the program over time. 

For example, if the client is managing well in the areas of Housing, i.e rental payments, no neighbourhood 

complaints and no TRM damage, then it may be that the Housing support is reduced to a lower level. This would 

also be the case for the community sector, and for Mental Health. 

It is important, however, that there are some clear mechanisms in place to trigger a response if needed from 

each of the partners to support a client quickly. The current process of "Future planning' (attachment D) is an 

excellent tool, which would allow the client as well as each partner to know what to do and how to do it, if 

support needs to be stepped up. 
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Charting new territory, Introducing HARi 
ACT Health is committing Commonwealth funding to enable the HASI program to grow to 40 consumers over a 

period of three years. Although this new funding is available as HARi (Housing and Recovery Initiative) Mental 

MHJHAD has confirmed that the current HASI model will be utilised to deliver this service, new in name only. 

Although HARi will providing funding for 40 clients, this is similar to the HASI model in that the funding is only 

for consumer set up and agency support hours. This means that whilst community agencies will have more 

capacity under HARi, the same is not true for HousingACT. 

It is envisaged that the current Housing Manager could possible work with around 20 HARi clients; any more 

would be unsustainable for any prolonged period of time. 

Furthermore, there are som'e concerns regarding the workload and capacity of the Senior Manager, Housing 

Initiatives to provide the same level of involvement for up to 40 clients, and in fact this may not be the best use 

of a Senior Managers time, now that the program has been implemented and appears to be working adequately 

It may also be timely to consider the lessons from other initiatives which have involved singleton positions in an 

area of innovation. 

Issues 

It Would be importalltto cohsidedhe establishthellfof a specialistt;am ~fat leasttwo:housing managers 

who could work with up to 40 HASI clients. These housing managers could feasibfy be mapaged by a SOG C 

who.would also then be/espot')sibleforthe co-ordination role as well as devE!lopipg a quality assurance, 
/ .,,, 

mqnitoring a.nd rE!porting ro.IE!. 

An alternative option would still require additional staffing at the Housing manager level, but could be that: 

• MHJHAD' stake on the overall coordination role; 
• Community Agencies assume responsibility for the case management of the consumers, in their 

agencies; 
• HousingACT assumes responsibility for the management of the Consumer Selection Panel, which in fact 

could be undertaken by the current MOP panel, thus avoiding the need to write a brief for approval. 

Addressing (Changing) Client Needs and funding. 
It will be essential going forward with HARi, that there are adequate and robust mechanisms to be able to 

respond flexibly to client changing needs. This would need to be looked at in relation to the funding model as 

well; currently the funding is attached to each client, but perhaps a system needs to be considered that can 

move money between clients as needs change, with an aggregate funding level to agencies based on numbers 

and levels of need. 

For example, under the current model, if agency A has 10 clients, they would be eligible for up to $500,000 

funding. However, each client could only access upto a maximum of $501< per annum ($4166 a month) 

dependent on hours used, equal to around 10 hours support a week. 
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However, an aggregate funding model might consider procuring services for 10 clients at a total cost of $500,00, 

with the notion that some of these ten will be higher needs than others and that these needs would vary month 

by month. 

Outcomes 
Community Services Directorate has been moving towards a model of outcomes based reporting for some time, 

and it is clear from this review that there is a need for some clear indicators to be identified in relation to 

outcomes for clients. Some obvious outcomes could be related to frequency of contact with mental health 

services, periods of hospitalisation, engagement with other services, employability, as well as the traditional 

measures of rental payments, and tenancy management. 

It is highly recommended that systems be put in place to measure the impact on the use of mental health 

services over time. 

CSP could be responsible for regularly reviewing consumers on a 6 monthly basis to ensure that the resources 

are being appropriately targeted, that the client is making progress, and that the goals are being met. The long 

term goal should be to move people to sustainable mainstream tenancy as soon as possible. This review would 

be separate from the clinical client reviews and part of a formal governance process which would feed into data 

collection and reporting. 

END 
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Attachment A 

Application Process 

The HASI program coordinator will call for referrals to the Client Selection Panel 3 months prior to 

sitting. This enables documentation to be updated (if an existing referral) or prepared and 

coordinated if a new referral. 

All referrals are to be actioned via Mental Health, Justice Health and Alcohol and Drug Services. This 

ensures eligibility for clinical management and the HASI program. Community agencies can refer 

consumers for consideration of clinical management with a view to entering the HASI program. 

Once accepted for clinical management the clinical manager coordinates the referral process by way 

of completing the required documents inclusive of the consent form and a covering letter outlining 

issues and potential benefits of HASI for the consumer and identifying and contacting one of the 

partner community agencies (if not already engaged). Please see attached flow chart. 

If the application is approved the details will be forwarded to: 

• Housing ACT Manager for HASI to begin the allocation process 
• The clinical manager from MH, JH & ADS 
• The identified Community Agency and 

• The consumer. 

At this point, the MH clinical manager and the Community mental health support organisation 
collaborate to develop a recovery plan with the client 

If there is no current housing vacancy or HASI support package available the application is placed on 

a HASI Register. This is a formal list of all applicants who have applied for HASI in the ACT. The 

Register is maintained by the CSP. A representative from the CSP will contact the next applicant on 

the list when a housing vacancy or package becomes available. If necessary, an update of consumer 

status will be required. 

The CSP will advise the client in writing of the outcome of the CSP decision. 



Attachment A 

HASI APPLICATION WORKFLOW - Mental Health, Justice Health and Alcohol and Drug Services 

Potential HASI consumers are identified by program workers within MH, JH & ADS 

Is consumer eligible L public housing? 

Process end as 

Yes I I No ~ consumer is not 

eligible for HASI 

• • ... 
Consumer already in Consumer in public Consumer eligible for public housing 

public housing and housing waiting list but has not made application 

housing is adequate .. 
or current housing Consumer to submit application for 

is not suitable public housing 
I I 

,. 
Does consumer have a Community Agency engaged? 
1 i ,. 

Has Community 
No Community agency I agency 

+ 
Refer consumer to Community agency as 

nominated by consumer 

' + + 
Discussion with Clinical Manager on the HASI 

+----
Community Community Agency 

Program and application process Agency assigned not assigned. 

l 
Clinical Manager completes CANSAS, Application Consent and Consent to Process end as 

release information forms and submits to program worker. MH Clinician does consumer is not 

a cover letter which is submitted with application documents, outlining eligible for HASI 

consumer circumstances and needs, brief history relating to the impact on 

the consumer's psychiatric functioning, details of clinical manager, current 

accommodation situation, preferred HASI provider (NGO) and any other 

information that supports the consumer's application. 

Clinical manager submits to MH, JH & ADS (Service and Sector Development, Amanda Urbane) who checks 

the applications and forwards to Housing ACT (Joan Nowland) 

... 
Client Selection Panel meets and discusses applications and decides who gets accepted or seeks further 

information. 

l 1 
Application approved I I Application not approved I 

+ 
Clinical manager supports development of HASI Recovery 

Plan collaboratively with consumer, Community agency 
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Attachment A 

HASI APPLICATION WORKFLOW - Community Agency 

Potential HASI consumers are identified by program workers within Community Agency 

Is consumer eligible for public housing? 

• 
... ... ... 

Process end as 

consumer is not 

eligible for HASI 

Consumer already in Consumer in public Consumer eligible for public housing 

public housing and housing waiting list but has not made application 

housing is adequate + 
or current housing Consumer to submit application for 

is not suitable public housing 
I I 

'" .. 
Does consumer has clinical manager? 

i i 
I Has Clinical Manager I No Clinical Manager I 

+ 
Refer consumer to MHACT for consideration 

of assignment of clinical manager 

r • • 
Discussion with Clinical Manager on the HASI 

+---
Clinical Manager Clinical Manager 

Program and application process assigned not assigned 

l 
Clinical Manager completes CANSAS, Application Consent and Consent to Process end as 

release information Forms and submits to program worker. MH Clinician does consumer is not 

a cover letter which is submitted with application documents, outlining eligible for HASI 

consumer circumstances and needs, brief history relating to the impact on 

the consumer's psychiatric functioning, details of clinical manager, current 

accommodation situation, preferred HASI provider (NGO) and any other 

information that supports the consumer's application. 

i 
Clinical manager submits to MH, JH & ADS (Service and Sector Development, Amanda Urbane) who checks 

the applications and forwards to Housing ACT (Joan Nowland) 

1 
Client Selection Panel meets and discusses applications and decides who gets accepted or seeks further 

I information. 
I 

v v 

Application approved Application not approved 

~ 
HASI worker develops HASI Recovery Plan collaboratively I 
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Health of the Nation 
Outcome Scales 

Summary of rating instructions: 

1. Rate each scale in order from 1 to 12 
2. Do not include information rated in an earlie1• item except for item 10 which is an 

overall rating 
3. Rate the MOST SEVERE problem that occurred during the period rated 
4. All scales follow the format: 

0 :=:no problem 
1 :=:minor problem requiring no action 
2 =mild problem but deftnately present 
3 =moderately severe problem 
4 =severe to very severe problem 

1. Overactive, aggressive, disruptive or agitated behaviour 

Include such behaviour due to any cause, e.g drugs, alcohol, dementia, psychosis, 
depression, etc, 
Do not lnclude bizarre behavtow~ rated at Scale 6 

0 No problems of this kind during the period rated 

1 Irl'itability, quarrels, restlessnes etc, not requiring action 

2 Includes aggressive gestures, pushing or pestering othern; 
threats or verbal aggression; lesser damage to property (e.g. broken 
cup, window); marked overactivity 01· agitation 

3 Physically aggressive to others or animals (short ofrating 4); threatening manner; more sei·ious overactivity o 

4 At least one sel'ious physical attack on others or on animals; destructive of property (e.g. fire-setting); serious 
behaviour 

2. Non-accidental self-injury 

Do not include accidental self-injury (due e.g. to dementia or sevel'e learning disability); the 
cognitive problem is rated at Scale 4 and the injury at Scale 5. 
Do not include illness or injury as a dit'ect consequence of drug/alc,ohol use rated at Scale 3: 
(e.g. cirrhosis of the liver or inju1y resulting from drunk driving al'e rated at Scale 5 .) 

O No problems of this kind during the pel'iod rated 

1 Irritability, quarrnls, restlessnes etc. not l'equidng action 

2 Includes aggl'essive gestures, pushing or pestering others; 
tbl'eats or vel'bal aggression; lessel' damage to property (e.g. broken 
cup, window); mal'ked overactivity or agitation 

3 Physically aggressive to otbers or animals (short of rating 4); threatening manner; more sel'ious overaotivity 01 



' ' 

4 At least one serlous physical attack on others 01· on animals; destructive of property (e.g. fil'e-setting); serious intimidation 01· ob 
behaviou1· 

3. Problem-drinking or drug-taking 

Do not include aggi•esslve/destructive behaviour due to alcohol or drug use, rated at Scale 1 
Do not include physical Illness or disability due to alcohol or drug use, rated at Scale 5 

O No problems of this kind during the period rated 

1 Some over-indulgence but within social norm 

2 Loss of contrnl of dl'lnking or drug-taking, but not seriously addicted 

3 Ma1·ked craving or dependence on alcohol 01· drugs with frequent loss of control, risk taking under the intlue11 

4 Incapacitated by alcohol/drng problems 

4. Cognitive problems 

Include problems of memory, orientation and understanding associated with any disorder; learning disability, 
dementia, schizoplu·enia, etc. 
Do not include temporary problems (e.g. hangovers) resulting from drug/alcohol use, rated at Scale 3 

0 No problems of this kind during the pel'iod rated 

1 Minot' problems with memory or understanding, e.g forgets names occasionally 

2 Mild but definite problems e.g. has lost the way in a familiar place or foiled to recognise a fami!iai· person; soi 
simple decisions 

3 Mai·ked disol'ientation in time, place or person, bewildered by everyday events; speech is sometimes lncohere1 

4 Severe disorientation e.g. unable to recognise relatives, at l'isk of accide11ts, speech Incomprehensible; cloudin 

5. Physical illness or disability problems 

Include illness or disablllty form any cause that limits 01· prevents movement, 01· impairn sight or hearing, or 
otherwise interferes with personal functioning. 
Include side-effects from medication; effects of dl'Ug/aicohol use; physical disabilities resulting from accidents 
of self-harm associated with cognitive problems, drink-driving, etc, 
Do 110t include mental or behavioural problems rated at Scale 4. 

0 No problems of this kind dul'ing the period rated 

1 Irritability, qua1•1•eis, rnstlessnes etc. not requil'ing action 

2 Includes aggressive gestures, pushing or pestering others; 
threats or verbal aggression; lesser damage to property (e.g. broken 
cup, window); ma1·ked overactivity or agitation 

3 Physically aggressive to others or animals (short of rnting 4); threatening manner; more serious overactivity 01 

4 At least one serious physical attack on others or on animals; destrnotive of property (e.g. fiJ'e-setting); serious 
behaviour 

6. Problems associated with hallucinations ancl delusions 

Include hallucinations and delusions il'respectlve of diagnosis 
Include odd and bizarre behaviour associated with hallucinations or deluslons 
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Do not include aggressive, destructive or overactive behaviours attributed to hallucinations or delusions, rated at 
Scale 1 

O No evidence of hallucinations or delusions during the period rated 

1 Somewhat odd or eccentric beliefs not in keeping with cultm·al norms 

2 Delusions of hallucinations (e.g. voices, visions) are present, but there is little distress to patient 01· manlfestati 
i.e. clinically present but mlld. 

3 
Marked pl'Cocoupation with delusions 01· hallucinations, causing much distress and/or manifested in obviously 
moderately severe clinical problem 

4 Mental state and behaviour is seriously and adversely affected b delusions or hallucinations, with severe impa 

7. Problems with depressed mood 

Do not include overactivity or agitation, rated at Scale 1 
Do not include suicidal ideation or attempts,l'ated at Scale 2 
Do not include delusions or hallucinations, rated at Scale 6 

O No problems associated with depressed mood dut'ing the period rated 

1 Gloomy; or minor changes in mood 

2 Mild but definite depression and distrnss: e.g. feelings of guilt; loss of self·esteem 

3 Depression with itiappropriate self.blame, preoccupied with feelings of guilt 

4 Severe or very sevet·e depression, with guilt of self·accusation 

8. Otlter mental and behavioural problems 

Rate only the most severe clinical problem not considered at items 6 and 7 as follows. Specify the type of 
probletn by entel'ing the appropriate Jetter: A phobic; B anxiety; C obsessive·compulsive; D stress; E 
dissociative; F somatoform; G eating; H sleep; I sexual; J other, specify 

O No evidence of any of these prnblems during pel'iod 1·ated 

1 Minor non·clinlcal problems 

2 A problem is clinically present at a mild level, e/g patient/client has a degree of con!l'Ol 

3 
Occasional sevet•e attack or distress, with loss of contrnl e.g. has to avoid anxiety prnvoking situations altogetl 
help, etc. i.e. moderately severe level of problem 

4 Severe problem dominates most activities 

9. Problems with relationships 

Rate the patient's most severe problem associated with active or passive withdrawal from social relationships, 
and/or non·suppot1:1ve, destructive or self-damaging relationships 

0 No significant problems during the period 

1 Minor non·clinical prnblem 

2 Definite prnblems in making 01· sustaining supportive relationships; patient complains and/or problems a1·e evi 

3 
Persisting major problems due to active or passive withdrawal form social relationships, and/or relationships t 
comfort or support 

4 Severe and dish·essing social isolation due to Inability to communicate socially and/or withdrawal from social 
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10. Problems with activities of daily living 

Rate the overall functioning in activities of daily living (ADL): e.g problems with basic activities of self-care 
such as eating, washing, dressing, toilet; also compex skills such as budgeting, ol'ganizlng where to llve, 
occupation and recreation, mobility and use oftrnnsport, shopping, self-development. etc. 
Include any lack of motivation for using self-help opportunities, since this contributes to a lower overall level of 
functioning. 
Do not include lack ofoppo1tunities for exercising intact abilities and skllls, rated at Scales 11·12 

0 No problems during the period rated; good ablllty to function in all areas 

1 Minor problems only: e,g, untidy, disorganized 

2 Self-care adequate but ml\ior lack of perfo1·mance of one or more complex skills (see above) 

3 
Major problems in one or more at·ea of self-care (eating, washing, dressing, toilet) as well as major inability tc 
skills 

4 Severe disability 01· incapacity in all or n'eal'ly all areas of self-care and complex skills 

11. Problems with living conditions 

Rate the overall severity of problems with the qualithy of living conditions and daily domestic routine 
Are the basic necessities met (heat, light, hygiene)? If so, is there help to cope with disabilities and a choice of 
opportunities to use skills and develop new ones? 
Do not rnte the level of funcional disability itself, rated at Scale 10 
NB: Rate patient's usual accommodation, If in acute ward, rate the home accommodation, If infol'matioin 
not available, i•ate 9 

0 
Accommodation and living conditions are acceptable; helpful in keeping any disablllty l'ated at Scale 10 to th< 
supportive of self-help 

1 
Accommodation is reasonably acceptable although there are mlnol' or t1·ansient problems (e,g, not ldeal Jocati< 
doesn't like the food, etc) 

2 Significant problems wilh one or more aspects of the accommodation and/or regime: e,g, restricted choice; sta 
undel'Standing of how to limit disability, 01· how to help use or develop new or intact skills 

3 
Distressing multiple problems with accommodation; e.g. some basic necessities absent; housing envimoment 
facilities to improve patient's independence 

4 Accommodation is unacceptable: e,g, lack of basic necessities, patient is at risk of eviction, or 'roofless', or !iv 
otherwise intolerable making patient's problems worse 

12. Problems with occupation and activities 

Rate the overnll level of problems with quality of day-time environment. Is thet·e help to cope with disabilities, 
and opportunities fol' maintaining or improving occupational and recreational skills and activities? Consider 
factors such as stigma, Jack ofquallfied staff, access to supportive facilities, e.g. staffing and equipment of day 
centres, workshops, social clubs, etc. Do not rate the level offunctioinal disability itself, rated at Scale 10 
NB Rate patient's usual situation. If in acute ward, rate activities during period before 
admission. If info1·mation not available, rate 9 

0 
Patient's day-time environment is acceptable: helpful in keeping any disability rated at Scale 10 to the lowest I 
supportive of self-help 

1 Minot· or temporary problems e.g. late giro cheques; reasonable facilities available but not always at desired ti 

2 Limited choice of activities; e.g the1·e is a lack of reasonable tolerance (e.g. unfairly refused entry to public lib 
handicapped by lack of permanent addi'ess; or insufficient carer or professional support; or helpfol day setting 



1 ' 

limited hours 

3 Marked deficiency in. skilled sel'vices available to help minimise level of existing disability; no opportunities to use intact skills 
new ones; unskilled ca1·e difficult to access 

4 Lack of opportunity fo1• daytlme activities makes patient's prnblems worse 

HoNOS Score Sheet 

I I Rn!::if~ _ _known~ 
l.l'--o=v==e=ra=c=ti=ve=,=a=gg=1=·e=ss=iv=e=, d=i=st=·u=p=tlv::::e=: ~, I LJ~ehaviour L..:.:'.:J_ _ 
01Non·accidental self-ittjury II o I z 3 4 s II I 
01 Problem-drinking or drng-traking II o 1 2 J 4 s II / 
QI Cognitive problems II o 12 a 4 5 II j 

•cl ==l'~P=h=ys=ic=a""l=il=ln==e=ss=o==r=d=ls=a=bi=li=ty===i~, I ;" problems L..:.:'.:J. _ 
6 Problems with hallucinations and ~1 I 

delusions L..:.:::J_ _ 
~!Problems with depressed mood jj o 12 3 4 s II / 
I (Specify disorder A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I, or J) j 

"==
8 

=1li=lo=t=h=e1=· m==e=n=ta=l=&=be=h=a==vi=o=ut=='<1==l ===H'= ==
0
=
1
=
2

==
3
=
4
=
5='' I ... problems _ _ 

9 I Prnblems with relationships \I o 12 3 4 s II I 
1~1=0=ll=P=r==ob=l=em=s =w==lt==h=a==ct==iv==it==ie=s=o==f==d=ai=ly==il=I =

0
=
1
=
2

==
3
=
4
=
5 

=11 I 
living _ _ 

~]Problems with living conditions II o 12 3 4 s /I / 

0 Problems with occupation and ~, I 
L:J activities L..:.:::J_ _ 

Edited by Gavin Andrews MD1 UNSW1 Jan 03 
© 2003 CRUfAD 
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The Life Skills Proflle(LSP) was developed as a measure of those aspects of functioning ("life skills") which 
affected how successfully people with schizophrenia lived in the comnrnniLy or hospital (Rosen et al. 
(1989)). As many of the skills are relevant in other major psychiatric disorders and in some organic 
conditions the LSP has been applied to a broad range of diagnoses. 

Versions of the LSP 

A number of versions of the LSP have been published or variously reported. 
On the basis of psychometric analyses Trauer (1995) suggested some minor re-labelling of the dimen

sions and a re-arrangement of the items defining them. 
The LSP-39 has proved too lengthy for some peoples' needs and so two shortened versions have been 

described, 

LSP·20. This version comprises 20 items and retains the five original dimensions (as re-labelled in Traum· 
[1995]). It was suggested by 'Il·auer and its properties reported in Rosen et al. (2001). 

LSP·16. This version with 16 items was constructed by the original authors for an Australian casemix re
search project- Me11ta.J Health Classification a.11d Service Costs Project (see http: //www, mhnocc, org). 
This version does not have the Hcormnunication» subscale which was assessed by other means in 
t11e casemix study. 

Dimensions of the LSP and their scoring 

The philosophy of the LSP was to try and emphasize a person's "life skills" rather than their "lack of 
life skills." This was seen as being both positive for the person as well as encouraging carers and others 
to focus on what the person can do, rather than on what they cannot. This philosophy was expressed in 
the scoring of the items and in the labelling of the subscales. 

Scoring of items. Hence the items were meant origina11y to be scored so that high scores indicate 
l1igh levels of life skills, just as, for example, high scores on the GAF mean higher levels of functioning. 
Nevertheless, some users of the LSP have scored items or transformed totals so that high scores indicate 
low levels of skills (or high levels of deficits), just as, for example, high scores on the HoNOS mean lower 
levels of functioning. 

Labellh1g of items, Similarly, the subscales had positive labels, such as self-care, non-t11rb1tlence 
and social contact. The emphasis on deficits is seen in labels such as anti-social and withdrawal. 

Subscale LSP-39 LSP-20 LSP-16 
1 Self-care Self-care Self-care 
2 Non-turbulence Anti-social Anti-social 
3 Social contact Withdrawal Withdrawal 
4 Communication Bizarre 
5 Responsibility Compliance Compliance 

Link to this document: http://www.blaol1doginstitute.0rg.au/researoh/tools/lndex.cfm 



The following table shows the items in the three versions and which subscales they form. 
Subscales of Version 

Item Item Descriptor LSP-39 LSP-20 LSP-16 
1 Does this person generally have any difficulty Communication Withdrawal Withdrawal 

with initiating and responding to conversa-
tion? 

2 Does this person generally intrude 01· burnt Communication Anti-social 
in on others' conversation (e.g. interrupts you 
when yuu are talking)? 

3 Does this person generally withdraw from so- Social contact Withdrawal Withdrawal 
cial contact? 

4 Does this person generally show warmth to Soclal contact Withdrawal Withdrawal 
others? 

5 Is this person generally angry or prickly to- Non-turbulence Anti-social 
wards others? 

6 Does this person generally take offence read- Non-tut•bulence Anti-social 
ily? 

7 Does this person generally make eye contact Communication Withdrawal 
with others when in conversation? 

8 Is it generally difficult to understand t;his per- Communication Bizarre 
son because of the way he or she speaks (e.g. 
jumbled, garbled or disordered)? 

9 Does this person generally talk a.bout odd or Communication Bizarre 
strange ideas? 

10 Is this person generally well groomed (e.g., Self-care Self-care Self-cal'8 
neatly dressed, hair combed)? 

11 Is this person's appearance (facial appearance, Communication Bizarre 
gestures) generally appropriate to his or her 
sunoundings? 

12 Does this person wash himself or herself with- Seif-care Self-care 
out reminding? 

13 Does this person generally have an offensive Self-care Self-care 
smell (e.g. due to body, breath or clothes)? 

lt1 Does this person wear clean clothes generally, Self-care Self-care Self-cal'8 
or ensure they are cleaned if dirty? 

15 Does this person generally neglect his or her Self-care Self-care Self-care 
physical health? 

16 Does this person generally maintain an ade- Self-care Self-care Self-care 
quate diet? 

17 Does this person generally look after andtakeher Responsibility Complia11ce Compliance 
or his own prescribed medication (or attend for 
prescribed injections on time) without remind-
ing? 

18 Is this person willing to take psychiatric med- Responsibility Compliance Compliance 
ication when prescribed by a doctor? 

19 Does this person co-operate with health ser- Responsibility Compliance Compliance 
vices (e.g. doctors and/or other health work-
ers)? 

Link to this document: http://www.blackdoglnstitute.org.au/research/too/s/lndex,cfm 



Subscales of Version 
Item Item Descriptor LSP-39 LSP-20 LSP-16 
20 Is this person generally inactive (e.g. spends Social contact Withdrawal 

most of the time sitting or standing around 
doing nothing)? 

21 Does this person generally have definite inter- Social contact Withdrawal 
ests (e.g. hobbies, sports, activities) in which 
he or she is involved regularly? 

22 Does this person attend any social organisa- Social contact Withdrawal 
tion (e.g. church, club or interest group but 
excluding psychiatric therapy groups)? 

23 Can this person generally prepare (if needed) Self-care Self-cal'e 
her or his own food/meals? 

24 Can this person generally budget (if needed) Self-care Self-care 
to live within his or her means? 

25 Does this person generally have problems (e.g. Non-turbulence Anti-social Anti-social 
friction, avoidance) living with others in the 
household? 

26 What sort of work is this person generally ca- Self-care Self-care Self-care 
pable of (even if unemployed, retired or doing 
m1paid domestic duties)? 

27 Does this person behave recklessly (e.g. ignor- Non-turbulence Anti-social 
ing traffic when crossing the road)? 

28 Does this person destroy property? Non-turbulence Anti-social 

29 Does this person behave offensively (includes Non-turbulence Anti-social Anti-social 

sexual behaviour)? 
30 Does this person have habits or behaviours Self-care Anti-social 

that mos!; people find unsociable (e.g. spitl;ing1 

leaving lighted cigarette butts around, mess-
ing up the toilet, messy eating)? 

31 Does this person lose personal property? Responsibility Self-care 

32 Does this person invade others' space (rooms, Non-turbulence Anti-social 
personal belongings)? 

33 Does this person take things which are not his Responslbllity Anti-social 

or hers? 
34 Is this person violent to others? Non-turbulence Anti-social Anti-social 

35 Is this person violent to him or her self? Non-turbulence Anti-social 

36 Does this person get into trouble with the po- Non-turbulence Anti-social 

lice? 
37 Does this person abuse alcohol or drugs? Non-turbulence Anti-social 

38 Does this person behave irresponsibly? Non-turbulence Anti-social Anti-social 

39 Does this person generally make and/or keep Social contact Withdrawal Withdrawal 

up friendships? 

Uni< to this document: http://www.blaoi<doglnstitute.org.au/researoh/tools/lndex.ofm 



Application Refenal Form 

CANSAS 
(Camberwell Assessment of Need Shor1 Appraisal Schedule) 

I Dat•: Interviewer: 

ConsumeJ•: 

CAN SAS is a stmctured interview. 
Please circle the rating of consumer, staff and cm·er tilM be.~t describes theiJ• view of the conswnei»s needs. 

The exnmples are designed to help witlt rnti11g8, They will not descl'ibe nil circumstances. 

RATE FOR THE l' AST 1\'!_Qf:l.TH. 
-~ ' ---TOPIC (please add comments if necessary Example Consumer Staff Carer 

t. Accommodation Person does lrnve an adequat11 home. 0 0 0 
What kind of place do you live Person is living ill sheltered !lCCommodation 01· hostel. 1 1 1 
in? Person Is homeless, precariously housed, 01· home lacks basic facilities, 2 2 2 

Not known. 9 9 9 
2. Food Able to buy anu p1epf\re merili;. 0 0 0 
Do you get enough to eat? Unabl() 1o pl'epm'() food imd has meals provided. 1 1 I 

Ve1•y reuti·icted dl()t, cullurnlly inappl'Of)rinte food. 2 2 2 
Not known, 9 9 9 

3, Looking afte1• the llome Home may be untidy butthe pei·s-m1lreeps ltbaslcally clean. 0 0 0 
Are you able to look afte1' yoUl' Unable to look nftc1· horni> rind hou regular domestic help. 1 I 1 
home? Home Is dll'ty and a potential health h'1zard. 2 2 2 

Not known. 9 9 9 
4. Self cm•e Appearance 111ay be eccentl'lc or tii1-tldy, but basically clean. 0 0 0 
Do you have p1·oblems keeping Needs and gdll lwlp wil h ),..,11: n<irn. 1 l 1 

clean and tidy? Poot· pel'sonal l1ygit11w. 2 2 2 
Not known. 9 9 9 

5. Daytime activities In foll tlnw e111ploynrnnt or adoquately or.:cupled. 0 0 0 
How do you spend your day? Unable to o·~cupy selt; so nttendlng day (;ore. l 1 1 

No e1nploy1Mnl of ony ld11d nn:l 11c·t 11dc(]11at1~ly occupl\ld, 2 2 2 
No~known. 9 9 9 

6. Physical Health Physlcnlly well. 0 0 0 
How well do you feel Physical ailnwnt receiving appropl'iat·e treatrne11t, I ( 1 

physically? Untmatcd ph)'!Jlcf,: r1i11·111~H\, l1v1ludi11g side effects. 2 2 2 
Not known. 9 9 9 

7. Psychotic Symptoms No positive symptoms, 11ot at l'isk from symptoms and not on medication. 0 0 0 
Do you ever hear voices or have Symptoms he:lped by IMdicE1(io11 Cl' Ollte1 h1:lp, 1 1 I 
problems with your thoughts? Cut'l'tll\lly hno «ymptom11 01· a1· l'i~.!1. 2 2 2 

Not known. 9 9 9 
8. ltlfot•matioll Oil Condition itnd Has rnceived and nndel'stood ndequate information. 0 0 0 

tre11tment Has not received ot' tmderslood all information. I 1 1 
Have you been given cleal' Has ree<iiwtl no i\lfo1·1m11.ion. 2 2 2 

information? 'Not known. 9 9 9 

9. Psychological distress Occuslonal-ol:niHCiCifot1~eS:;.-·--···--·--·------ 0 0 0 
Have you recently felt sad or Needs and gets 011going s11ppo1t 1 1 l 

low? Distress affecrn lifo significantly, such as prnventlng pel'Soll going out. 2 2 2 
Not known 9 9 9 

10. Safety to self No silfOidiifthougiiis:--.. --··--·-····-··-~----- 0 0 0 
Do you ever have thoughts of Suicide risk monitored by slnff, 'receiving counselling. I 1 1 
harming yomself? Hus expressed suiclchi.I ideas or bar. exposed themselves to sel'ious danger, 2 2 2 

i\fot known_., ___ ·-----·--·_,,,._,,..,, ... _______ 9 9 9 
11. Snfcty to othet•s 1 No history of viole11c1.1 <H' illl'tin!i;infng behaviolll'. 0 0 0 
Do yoi1 think you could b~ a Undm· suporvl11in11 b1~cnusn of potential risk. I 1 1 

danger to other people's safety? Recent violence 01· thr·~llls. 2 2 2 
Not lrnow,1. 9 9 9 

~~---.--.~ .... ,_,._ ... ~ ....... ~~--



Application Referral Form 

12. Alcohol 
Does drinking cm1se you any 
problems? 

13, Drugs 
Do you take any dt'ugs thnt 
aren't p1·esc1%ed? 

14, Company 
Are you happy with yout• social 
life? 

15. l11tim11te 1•elntionshi1)s 
Do you have a partner? 

16. Sexual expi·ession 
How is youl' sex life? 

17. Childcare 

GOl;{IT;iiecitirf1iJ, ;iilg~-·-··· - No prrJhieiri .. wiil~-
At 1•fsk from ak:ol 
Current drinki11g I 
Not known, 
No dependency fi 
Receiving help fo 

·coivi11g help. iol fthll>1i:. nnd re 
1!\l'lllfi.il Ol' 1.11100 11trnllable. 

·---· 
S, 

·abuse. 
Dependency 01· nb 

01· abuse.'OTdrog 
r depc11ckrwy 01 
US(\ ofprenorlbt> .. cl, J1(ll1·presc1·lbed 01· lllegnl dmgs, 

Not known, 
· Able. to orgnnI;;.e nm1isll-;0a;r~~o -ntw;:tJias enough friends. 

Attend9 1~ppr1.1pri11 
Freqmmfly feels I< 
Not known. 

Ir~ drop-ill GI' du 
mr-ly nnd isol:il< 

y cl;lntres. 

'"'· 
Satisfactory relatl 
Receiving cot1ple 

not having !\ pa1'tner, onshi1)01 hap°P); 
lhcinpy, which is helpt\il, 

Domestio vich:1'101 l or wnnt11 p:.irtr.e I', 
Not known. 
Happy wilh curmn t SOX. Jit~:~--

;{lf 01 ll1·;·c•1py. 
•ici ill;'. 

Benefiting from 1:1~ 
S(ll'ious 1m~.~tal ,ilf'. 

1 !\lot lmo·1m. 
No child1·e1i t11ide1: 

...... _______ 

problem looking after them. 
Do you have any childrnn under Diffieultir;fl with p o,;)vlng he Ip. 

:~etfollS dl!Tk11ll:,; l 

age ol' w·:;1i1n 
orenting and rec, 
1;;.oki11g f:~·tnr di ildrr..11, 187 

.. 
18. Basic Education 
Any difficulty in reading, 
wl'iting or understanding 
English? 
19, Telephone 
Do you know how to 11se a 
telephone? 

20, Transport 
How do you find using the bus 
01' train? 

21. Mouey 
How do you find budgeting 
yom· money? 

22. Benefits 
Are you getting all the money 
you are entitled to? 

Not known. 
Able to rimi, wrirn 
Difficult le.:; with Hl 

Diftk1.1lty wit\1 ba•J 
Not ki;ow11. 

' 

-Bnglish forms. 011c1 .:i~i.h~.rSTmid 
nding and lrns h 
Jc ,ldlb .. \,id{ 11( 

elp from rnlal Ives, 
· Englhl.\ fluency. 

H'asw·ei1:i<1i1,;,-·releiiI iCilie-1n·iliil1!;;:·;;t :;;;\;;~, ancess to payphone. 
Has to rnqncsl 11se of't(lf1:phn11t;<, 

011e m 111rnble i:o No acceSfl to fr,leph uwa telephone. 
Not known, 

Bus pas8 or otlmr Ii 
ir;i,\spo1:r·m.·1;1.!s 
elp p1·twided wi 
r. fl'f111~1)()('1, Unable to 1111A n11hli 

Nol known. 

.---. ... -
ncces:; f·o cm'. 
lh trm1~pn1't. 

ff biiiO us;;piib1F 

I A'GI<i .. t'Olji;:\~·r,;;;~;;(i ·;t;fff~. ;;j ·1i ~;·;1.~·;;1i!i 'i.i~~ 

Often ha9 nri nmne 
I Benefits from h<ilp v1ith l;u•lL',er;in~r· 

y for n~:'·i<11ltiftl if c~nw 01· bills. 
Not known. 

---·" ··-·--· 
Reneivlng full c;ntit T;;·,i;t;;;~.;1•·i;;;;;~1 1ts, 
Rr,celvi11g (lopropfi· c11·~1 h•·Jlp 111 clriin 

iit!; ft11i 111·1ti1 lrnn 
·iinl{ i>P.nnfitn. 

\lot nu re/no! 1·1;r.ci •/ 1:nt nf'benofits. 
i\!ot known. ...... -~--·-·...._ ......... ~ .. ·-~- ~--·~-- ... · .... --

--·--.. -.- .... ·-~·. - _,, ............... -.... ~ .... ··-····~~~ ... ·-·· 
A. N1l:JMl.Bi!i.:fl CW tt/H·/f' t\11rlll~f. p•\) ,,, 
~~·------••-••-••-••-• •• .,.--.. ~·•• ••• '"'" uo•·••••~••_....__ >---••-----

:1t:DiE! :Iii, NUi~!~.f~g~~Ji.~~JJN.~:I!~(-~~!~ 
1C, TOTAL N'UlVr:tI:r:r.~. 1.')Ji' NE EDS 

~ ..... ---~·-- .. --

(the no, ofl ,s) 
(the no, of 21s) 

(addA+B) 

0 
I 
2 
9 
0 
I 
2 
9 
0 
I 
2 
9 
0 
l 
2 
9 
0 
I 
2 
9 
0 
l 
2 
9 
0 
1 
2 
9 

0 
1 
2 
9 
0 
1 
2 
9 
0 
t 
2 
9 
0 
1 
2 
9 

CANSAS (v3.0) Section of Communil;,1 P1:,vd1intly, lnsiitt1t~ ul' Psychiatry I Mnudsley Hospital, London, 
© PJ\iSM AL'~ ::'.[ICY \'C:~. ciJ',)~'.';;'v'';_'D, July l 997 

0 0 
I 1 
2 2 
9 9 
0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
9 9 
0 0 
l 1 
2 2 
9 9 
0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
9 9 
0 0 
l I 
2 2 
9 9 
0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
9 9 
0 0 
I 1 
2 2 
9 9 

0 0 
1 l 
2 2 
9 9 
0 0 
l 1 
2 2 
9 9 
0 0 
I 1 
2 2 
9 9 
0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
9· 9 
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HASI ADVANCED AGREEMENT SUMMARY 

Advanced Agreements are a written document containing a mental health consumer's preferences regarding future 
treatment. They are written to inform service providers of consumer preferences in the event of a mental health crisis or 
period of reduced ability to participate in decisions regarding their mental health. 
This document is a summary of the information developed by the consumer and their clinical manager after working through 
the Advanced Agreement Workbook. 
It is intended that mental health professionals will refer to a consumer's Advanced Agreement if the consumer's ability to 
participate in decisions about treatment is impaired as a result of their illness. The consumer's preferences should be 
considered and implemented as long as their preferences are in their best interest at the time. 

THE TREATING TEAM 
(includes the consumer, their clinical manager, psychiatrist, GP, family, support workers, etc) 

NAME POSITION/ CONTACT PERMISSION SIGNATURE 
ROLE NUMBER TO 

CONSULT 
Yes No Yes No 

Yes No Yes No 

Yes No Yes No 

Yes No Yes No 

There is a plan for 
KEEPING WELL, PREVENTING RELAPSE AND RESPONDING EARLY that should 
b d . f "th th. Ad d A t S e rea m con1unc ion w1 IS vance greemen ummary (see Recovery Plan) 

Yes No 
If yes, review and check that it is up to date If no, consider developing this part of the 

Recovery Plan 

PREFERENCES FOR TREATMENT 
Indicate the consumer's preferred strategies for managing mild, moderate and 
severe symptoms of illness: 

Stage Strategies Medications Dose Special Instructions 
(e.g. therapies, counselling, 

relaxation, etc other than 
range (where, who, how etc) 

medication) 
Mild 

23 
Date: 
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HASI ADVANCED AGREEMENT SUMMARY 

Moderate 

Severe 

Indicate any consumer preferences to NOT to be given specific medications and/or 
d T th f . t f osages or spec1 1c erapeu 1c m erven ions: 
Describe Medication, dosage, Reason 
or other intervention NOT to 

be used 

PREFERRED TREATMENT FACILITY 
The consumer prefers to receive treatment at the following ·facilities: 

Stage Facility Reason 
Mild 

Moderate 

Severe 

The consumer prefers NOT to be admitted to the following facilities to receive 
treatment: 

Facility Reason 

Date: 
24 
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HASI ADVANCED AGREEMENT SUMMARY 

PREFERENCES for EMERGENCY TRANSPORT 
Indicate the consumer's preferences for transport to a treatment facility if required: 

Transport Reason People to assist/ support 

PREFERENCES for EMERGENCY INTERVENTIONS 
Indicate the consumer's preferences for emergency interventions along with any 

. I . t f th t t h I f I h . t t t f Tt spec1a ms rue ions a are mos ep u w en ma rea men ac1 1 :y: 
Intervention Special Instructions 

(e.g. quiet time, talking, medication, sleep, etc) 

PREFERENCES TO NOT BE TREATED BY A PARTICULAR MENTAL HEALTH 
PROFESSIONAL/DOCTOR 
This section acknowledges: 

• the importance of the therapeutic relationship in a person's recovery from mental illness 
• there Will be times when a difficulty in the relationship cannot be easily resolved 

NB: The mental health professional/doctor is to be notified that their name is included in this Advanced Agreement 

Mental Health Professional/Doctor Reason 

Unable to establish a therapeutic alliance D gender D cultural concerns D 
conflict of interestD other D : 

Unable to establish a therapeutic alliance D genderD cultural concerns D 
conflict of interestD other D : 

SIGNIFICANT OTHERS TO BE NOTIFIED IF UNWELL: 
Name Phone Relationship Notify Special Tasks 

(Friend/Family) (immediately, few (e.g. look after children, feed pet, pay 
days) bills) 

25 
Date: 
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HASI ADVANCED AGREEMENT SUMMARY 

There is a CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE'S SUPPORT PLAN that should be read 
f ·th th. Ad d A t S m comunc ion w1 IS vance ,greemen ummary 

Yes No 
If yes, this plan should inform any support If no, and children and young people are 
required for the consumer's children. impacted by the consumer's illness, consider 

developing this part of the plan. 

PEOPLE TO BE ALLOWED CONTACTNISITS WHILE IN A TREATMENT FACILITY: 

I Name I 
Relationship 

PEOPLE NOTTO BE NOTIFIED IF UNWELL OR ALLOWED CONTACTNISITS 
WHILE IN A TREATMENT FACILITY: 

Name Relationship 

Date: 
26 



Attachment 4 
Futures planning for HASI Clients in the ACT 

(adapted from Disability ACT - Futures Planning Framework) 

Dreams, Visions, Aspirations, Goals 

Good Relationships Good Health Participation, A safe place to 
Partnerships and 

and wellbing involvement live. 
shared 
responsibilities in community 

Family, Friends Opportunities Day to Day Meaningful 
and support to do better, to activities activity. Work, 
networks achieve and Education, 

succeed .A Training 

Mental health Safeguards 

The above model, clearly locates the person at the centre and identifies a range of 
domains that need to be considered in developing a plan. 

>- Underpinning the plan are a range of safeguards 
>- Overarching the plan are the aspirational dreams and visions which 

create hope, purpose and opportunity. 
>- Surrounding the person are the various domains that should be 

developed into a plan. 



LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 
FOR THE AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY 

Public Accounts Committee - Review of Auditor-General's Report No. 4 of 
2013: National Partnership Agreement on Homelessness 
Mr Brendan Smyth (Chair), Ms Mary Porter (Deputy Chair), Ms Nicole Lawder, Ms Yvette Berry 

ANSWER TO QUESTION TAKEN ON NOTICE 

DURING PUBLIC HEARINGS 

QTON3 

Asked by Ms Nicole Lawder on 17 October 2014: Ms Maureen Sheehan took on notice the following 
question(s): 

[Ref: Hansard Transcript 17 October 2014 [PAGE #32-34]] 

In relation to: Table 2.1 on page 18 of the Auditor-General's report shows a significant increase in the 
number of persons living in 'severely' crowded dwellings. 

a) What does the Government attribute this increase to and what is being done about it?; 
b) in addition, Ms Sheehan took on notice to provide the committee with the definition of severely 

overcrowded and when the definition changed. 

MINISTER BARR: The answer to the Member's question is as follows:-

a) The improvement in ACT figures for people in improvised dwellings, or sleeping rough, is primarily 
attributed to the Streets To Home Program funded under the National Partnership Agreement on 
Homelessness (NPAH). 

b) In 2012, the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) revised its method of counting severely crowded 
dwellings. The ABS now defines severely crowded dwellings as those requiring 4 or more 
additional bedrooms in order to meet the Canadian National Occupancy Standard (CNOS) for 
housing appropriateness. The ABS retrospectively applied the revised definition to the 2011 
Census count. 
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MS LA WDER: On page 18 of the Auditor-General's report, there is a table with information from the 
censuses in 2006 and 2011. 

Mr Barr: Censi. What is the plural? Censi or is it census? 

MS LA WDER: Censuses, it says here. 

Mr Barr: Perhaps the committee could make a recommendation on the standard definition of the plural 
of census. 

MS LA WDER: Notwithstanding whether you agree with the definition or not-

Mr Barr: Sorry. 

MS LAWDER: people in improvised dwellings, or sleeping out or sleeping rough, as it used to be 
generally called, represent the largest, and in fact only, improvement in the ACT figures, a change 
of 43 per cent. That is excellent and reflects, I guess, the headline goal of the white paper about 
focusing on rough sleepers. 
I have got two questions. My first one is about what you attribute that very positive change to. I 
know it is a negative, but it is a positive change. Secondly, the one near the bottom is about people 
living in overcrowded dwellings. The term "severely overcrowded" generally means you may need 
four or more additional bedrooms to adequately house those in the household. It has the largest 
percentage change of any. Whilst we focused quite a bit on the supported accommodation, severely 
overcrowded dwellings are the largest change. I am wondering what the ACT government may be 
doing to focus on or improve that situation, and to what you attribute such change. 

Ms Sheehan: I am happy to start with that, Ms Lawder. The drop in rough sleepers we would 
attribute to one of the programs funded under the national partnership on homelessness, the street to 
home program. That was a great example of adding value to some existing programs. St Vincent de 
Paul was funded under the street to home program to work with chronic rough sleepers, many of 
whom might have previously been resistant to moving out of rough sleeping into housing. They 
were taking a very active approach with those rough sleepers, going out to where you would find 
them sleeping in a park or on Mount Ainslie, working to get their confidence, working with another 
St Vincent de Paul program, the food van, the night patrol van, working with other workers who 
would come in contact with rough sleepers, such as park rangers and so on, working with mental 
health workers, and then getting their confidence and trust to the point where they would be 
prepared to move into housing options which were provided by Housing ACT. If the figures could 
speak, I think that those figures would speak. 
With the persons living in severely overcrowded dwellings, there was one change in the definition 
of overcrowding which was used by ROGS, the report on government services. That was untii the 
point in time of change. I might have to defer to Mr Matthews or take on notice the point of time in 
which the definition of overcrowding changed, but we moved to adopt the Canadian definition of 
overcrowding. The overcrowding used to be people who required two extra bedrooms; the 
definition changed to requiring one extra bedroom. It might be simply a definitional change, but we 
can ce1iainly look into that and provide the committee with some information. 

MS LA WDER: I guess I should point out that people living in severely overcrowded dwellings did 
increase Australia wide. Mr Matthews might prefer to-

Mr Matthews: I was just supporting your commentary, Ms Lawder. Indeed, that was part of the 
national trend. The ACT does report on overcrowding in public housing, and on underutilisation, as 
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part of the report on government services. That is the comment that Ms Sheehan was making. On a 
household-by-household basis, there is an element of both overcrowding and underutilisation. 
In terms of the particular characteristics of homeless people where there are large families involved, 
one of the key objectives of the government's response to the nation building and stimulus package 
was to support older people to downsize from their family homes to appropriate older persons 
accommodation. That had a very specific and deliberate policy goal of freeing up properties for . 
larger families that required them. That was a wonderfully successful initiative in meeting both of 
those dual outcomes. 
Today the minister has been speaking about housing supply issues. We recognise that there are 
limited stocks available at the very high bedroom number. The ones that are owned by Housing 
ACT or made available to homelessness services to use are very precious and rare. We need to 
make sure that we can utilise them in the best possible way. You will continue to see that emphasis 
in our upcoming construction program, supporting people to have that appropriate form of housing 
so that we can continue to either transfer people or allocate people to dwellings that are right for 
their family composition. 

MS LA WDER: It is a really interesting area. Potentially with some component of it, though 
certainly not all of it, there are theories that it could be a sort of cultural thing, with extended 
families, for example 
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ANSWER TO QUESTION TAKEN ON NOTICE 

DURING PUBLIC HEARINGS 

QTON4 

Asked by Ms Yvette Berry on 17 October 2014: Mr Andrew Barr took on notice the following question(s): 

[Ref: Hansard Transcript 17 October 2014 [PAGE #36-37]] 

In relation to: "A place to call home}/ initiative. 

How do we measure the outcomes post the program to know if the program has worked? 

MINISTER BARR: The answer to the Member's question is as follows:-

The most practical way to measure outcomes post the program is to determine the number of 
tenancies sustained. Of the twenty people engaged in A Place to Call Home (APTCH}: 

• 17 have sustained their tenancy at the APTCH property; 

• 2 have ended their tenancy (1 relocated interstate and the other went to private rental}; 

• 1 continues to receive support to remain in their APTCH property. 

On this basis, the program has resulted in a positive outcome for 95% of participants. 
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MS BERRY: J was looking at the "A place to call home" initiative. It seems, with small numbers in the 
ACT, that we should know what is going on with these people that we have been providing some 
support to. That goes to what I think the minister said earlier about how we measure outcomes as well 
as inputs. How do we measure the outcomes? 

Mr Matthews: My memory-and I have to find the reference in the report-is that within this evidence
gathering stage of this report it does provide some guidance about what the status of the outcomes were 
for the people in "A place to call home". 

MS BERRY: But I was thinking that was 2011 and now it is the end of 2014. I was after what has 
happened now with those people. If you do not have it now-

Mr Matthews: That information would not be readily available in that there is no data source that 
would be able to identify those 20 people automatically. We would obviously know who those 
people are because they have been largely allocated public housing, but it would take some effort to 
get that material together. 

MS BERRY: I just wonder how we then know if these programs have worked if we do not know 
where these people are now. That is my question. It would be good to know. 

Mr Barr: It is a good question. As long as it does not involve huge amounts of time or any invasion 
of privacy, we will see what we can do to provide the committee with some general information 
about outcomes post the program. 
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